This paper presents an integrated modeling approach that combines the legacy urban runoff and the legacy storm sewer models with data exchange at runtime to simulate sewer flows with real-time rainfalls. A software system called IRES has been developed to demonstrate the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Water environments have an integral and undividable nature. Because there has never been 'a unique model for everything,' hydrological models typically target a specific subsystem, i.e. the storm sewer, river, rainfall-runoff, and inundation models. However, to accurately model the physical behaviors in an urban storm event, the mass and momentum interchange among such subsystems should be carefully considered. Taking an urban storm sewer system represented by a sewer model as an example, the input discharge of the sewer system is usually caused by the outflows of upper catchments that mostly have been modeled from another rainfall-runoff model. Thus, incorporating sewer model with the rainfall-runoff model is an integrated solution for urban storm simulations.
Model-linking for subsystem models is a straightforward strategy that has been popularly used to resolve practical engineering cases (Argent ; Bulatewicz et al. ; Castronova & Goodall ) . However, in addition to the technical problems of model-linking, its ability to correct physical operations has also been a big challenge. There are two commonly used model-linking strategies. One is the file-based connection, which is done through file transfer as in the case when output data from rainfall-runoff are adapted to input data for the sewer model. The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) (Huber & Dickinson ) is an example of this type. In SWMM 4.0, linking different modules can be done by setting the input file headers. Simulation is independently and sequentially performed by running rainfall-runoff to obtain output flows of the manhole and then imposing the sewer model as input discharges. The other commonly used strategy is the model-based connection, which dynamically interchanges data during system runtime (Argent ; Castronova & Goodall ). The two approaches imply different operations. Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual model of storm sewers that can be divided into two components and are respect-rainfall-runoff model at any time, even by increased amounts of rain in the future, the sewer model is supposed to immediately take the output discharge as its corresponding input flows and consequently perform sewer modeling.
The file-based connection provides static-only linking, which implies that the sewer model can be started only after the rainfall-runoff model is finished. This approach has its limitations in reflecting real physical operations because two systems may feed physical quantities to each other. Moreover, this approach is not applicable to a realtime system in that the static-only linking is always difficult to tackle if dynamical real-time data are used.
A more advanced approach to model linking, such as the model-based connection, is required to take correct physics into account. This means that physical quantities should be allowed to transfer between different models in a timestep-by-time-step manner. In this case, integrating the rainfall-runoff and sewer models into a single runtime-based or runtime process (Tanenbaum ) allows interchange flow discharges between the two models coupled with each other while simulating sewer flows.
A model-based connection is more complicated than in a file-based connection. It tightly couples different models, independent runtime processes, in the same runtime process, holding the simulation in fidelity. Integrating heterogeneous models into a single runtime process usually deals with in-process communications or message-passing within different models, thus involving some complicated issues, such as development of models through different programming languages, as well as different spatial To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed strategies, a simulation system called IRES is designed and developed for this research. IRES can be used to study a number of practical engineering cases. Results compared with static-linking strategy can be used for verification.
The functions of IRES are mainly focused on: (1) conforming SWMM models to OpenMI interfaces through minimized re-engineering, and (2) model linking and integrating the urban runoff and storm sewer legacy models using OpenMI to achieve real-time simulations for urban storm events.
How to select OpenMI and SWMM versions may be worthy of concern. The current release version of OpenMI is 2.0, and the previous release version is 1.4. OpenMI 2.0 renews the standards that mainly focus on flexibility and usability. The main principles and frameworks, however, do not change in both versions (www.OpenMI. org). OpenMI 1.4 is used for the system demonstrations and the detailed descriptions in this paper. However, since the tasks involved in this study are aimed at a generally applicable approach and do not bind to a specific version, later OpenMI versions without significant changes may also be used.
Because the main objective of this paper is to propose an approach for the integration of legacy runoff and storm sewer models using the OpenMI framework, SWMM-RUNOFF and SWMM-EXTRAN are the roles selected to serve as the examples. SWMM 4.0 is developed by Fortran 77 based on traditional procedure calls and performed using simple text input/output files in a command-line mode, which is meant to be the 'legacy model' and selected
as the examples in this paper. Again, this study demonstrates an applicable approach to integrate legacy models using OpenMI rather than aim for the linking of SWMM-RUNOFF and SWMM-EXTRAN. How to link SWMM itself is not the scope of this research because SWMM 5.0 has well resolved this issue by facilitating the rewriting of all modules and the development of user-friendly graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In addition, in this research, the proposed integration approach is fully dynamical and prepared for a real-time system. It implies some necessary re-engineering for legacy models to make runoff generation and runoff transport able to be exchanged between models along with Obviously, this approach cannot take over the linking among: (1) rainfall data sources, (2) the rainfall-runoff model, and (3) the sewer model on a timely basis. The independent execution of legacy models implies that all inputs are always pre-defined over simulation time horizon.
Taking the SWMM-RUNOFF as an example, the total simulation horizon and the off-line rainfall event is obtained without the flexibility of message passing and the capability of receiving real-time rainfall. In short, OpenMI is neither a data model specification nor an integrated modeling systemit is actually an interface-based open standard. Instead of sequential linkage, the mechanism of model-linking provided by OpenMI enables models to simultaneously run and exchange data based on a time-step-by-time-step approach, thus representing an accurate physical process interaction.
Model-linking interfaces
Model-linking is a sophisticated procedure that involves the following important issues: (1) cedures. This mechanism designed in OpenMI is called 'pull-based' or 'pull-driven' mechanism.
To realize the 'pull-driven' mechanism in OpenMI, 
Message-passing interfaces
The design of message-passing interfaces in OpenMI is based on the 4-HW principle of data description (Where, When, What, and How). Describing one value from any data set, which may include identification, geometry definition, period of occurrence, physical quantity, dimension, unit, and conversion operations to other quantities, is required. Several abstract interfaces have been designed 
IMPLEMENTATION Requirement analysis of IRES
To achieve the real-time simulation of a storm sewer system in an urban area as well as to develop a runtime environment that allows rainfall data to be inputted on an hourly basis as discussed above in the Introduction and Methodology sections, the rainfall-runoff and the storm sewer models are integrated using SWMM-RUNOFF and SWNN-EXTRAN, respectively. Moreover, the IRES system is developed to demonstrate the works and the availability of the solutions. The requirements are listed as follows:
1. Hourly rainfalls or multiple-hour rainfalls that can be inputted on a timely basis.
2. Sub-catchment outflows that can be calculated on a realtime basis with the latest rainfall and streamed into the sewer junctions as the upper boundary conditions (junction inflows).
3. Sewer flows that can be simulated with the latest junction inflows.
The integration of the SWMM-RUNOFF and SWMM-EXTRAN model with file-based connection is not a novel idea. However, the process of combining legacy models, which are based on a time-step-by-time-step runtime simulation and not on a simple file-based linking, is a big challenge. Considering a 24 h storm event as shown in Figure 5 , a typical file-based linking approach is to input a 24 h off-line rainfall event at once and individually and sequentially run the subsequent models. In a real-time decision support system, however, a possible case is to first use the 1st to 12th hour rainfalls as inputs, and then compute the corresponding flow conditions (Figure 6(a) ). As soon as the subsequent data are made available, the second part of the 13th to 24th hour rainfalls is then used as inputs ( Figure 6(b) ). This process implies that linked models must have the abilities to: (1) separate total time horizon to multiple intervals, (2) exclusively run N-hour simulation per calculation task, (3) suspend all tasks and wait for the data that are available for the next interval, and (4) fetch the next N-hour data and resume calculations. 
System implementation
Several significant implementation issues of IRES are worthy of consideration and discussion. As shown in 4. Buffer. The buffer region is the object that stores and manages calculated results. Our approach is to set up a key-value map in which the type of map key is 'simulation time', while the type of map value is a general object to keep the results stored by a predefined data structure. For example, results, such as junction stages, total inflow, total outflow, and junction surcharges calculated at a particular time step, are stored in a single object with respect to a 'plain old data' (POD) structure. 5. Calculation display. Proposing a model-linking approach rather than the software application implies that user interface is never the most significant concern. However, a good interface for calculation display is helpful in checking correctness and numerical agreement. Users can also select the junctions that they want to check, and the results are directly fetched out from buffer regions.
APPLICATIONS
To demonstrate the applicability and to verify the correctness of IRES and the model-linking approach proposed in this paper, the Jhong-Kang drainage system in eastern Taipei, Taiwan, a real sewer system region in an urban area, is selected as the case study. The rainfall input is a design storm with five-year intensity and 24 h duration ( Figure 5 ). To verify correctness, test works are conducted by following the steps below.
1. Benchmark case. This case is performed using typical SWMM models with simple file-based linking. All Four different simulation time intervals (STI), namely, 12, 6, 4, and 2 h, are used for the IRES multiple rainfall inputs. When STI is 12 h, the 24 h duration of the design storm is divided into two equal 12 h sections. It is worth noting that the selection for STIs is not based on any actual real-time system in practical engineering cases. It is only for system demonstrations to verify applicability. The first section included rainfall from the 1st to the 12th hours ( Figure 6(a) ), whereas the second included that from the 13th to the 24th hours ( Figure 6(b) ). Similarly, when STI is 6 h, a four-section case is equally divided based on the 24 h design storm. The first section included rainfall from the 1st to the 6th hours (Figure 13(a) ); the second from the 7th to the 12th hours (Figure 13(b) ); the third from the 13th to the 18th hours (Figure 13(c) ); and the fourth from the 19th to the 24th hours (Figure 13(d) ).
STI ¼ 4 and 2 h continues in the same way. 
CONCLUSIONS
This study proposes an approach using the OpenMI framework to integrate the urban rainfall-runoff and the storm sewer models through the SWMM-RUNOFF and SWMM-EXTRAN, respectively, with real-time rainfall inputs and dynamic data exchange for real-time simulation of storm sewer flows. An integrated system, IRES, has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility and the applicability of the proposed approach. The Jhong-Kang pumping system in Taipei is used as the case study to verify the correctness of the IRES. A design storm with 5-year intensity and 24 h duration is pre-designed for the compassion. In comparison with a benchmark case performed using typical SWMM, IRES has shown excellent numerical agreement. Two conclusions can be drawn from this study.
1. The OpenMI framework dynamic data exchange can solve urban hydrological problems. At each time step of the simulations, IRES runtime allows urban hydrological data exchange between the rainfall-runoff and sewer models. The exchanged data have been proven to be spatially and temporally correct.
2. IRES is a software system developed using the OpenMI, suggesting strong abilities for the integration of hydrological models. Incorporating with any legacy software models only requires minimized re-engineering works, irrespective of which programming language is used for the development of legacy components.
OpenMI can provide those legacy models with good reusability via well encapsulation and greatly supported tools and frameworks.
